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Police Operations Subcommittee Meeting Notes (no quorum) 

Wednesday, March 27, 2019 at 1330 
DU-COMM, 420 N. County Farm Road, Wheaton, IL  

In Attendance: 
Sgt. Kyle Rybaski       Bartlett 
Sgt. Aaron Shirley      Clarendon Hills 
DC Michael Devries      Downers Grove 
Sgt. Andrew Blaylock      Downers Grove 
Cmdr. David Rivkin      Elmhurst 
Lt. Det. Joe Grage      Lombard 

Lt. Van Dillenkoffer    Wheaton 
Chief Dave Schar (Chairman)  Winfield 
Sgt. Dennis Brinkman        Woodridge 
CM Cara Payne      DU-COMM 
CM Heather Berg    DU-COMM  
TC Madelyn Walsh    DU-COMM 

 
1.  Call to Order - no quorum 
 
2.  Approval of minutes – unable to approve, no quorum  
     A.  September 26, 2018 
     B.  January 23, 2019 meeting notes (no quorum) 
 
3.  Staff Reports 

CM Payne advised CS Berg was promoted to the Communications Manager on afternoon 
shift. TC Menough was promoted to Communications Supervisor on afternoon shift.  

 
4.  Old Business  

A. RMS Network/CAD  
CAD training for TCs will start Monday April 1st, with eight-hour classes presented from 
the core group of TCs that attended the train-the-trainer courses earlier this year. CM 
Berg to provide more specifics later in the meeting.  

 
B. Blue Shirt Committee - Update 

CM Payne noted CM Klomes set an internal meeting for Monday, April 1st and a tentative 
date for the external meeting for Monday, April 29th. An email to be sent when the 
external meeting date is confirmed.  

 
C. Frontline – Overnight Parking Module - Update 

There are still a few towns that need to switch over. Multiple agencies have expressed 
interest in additional modules within the Frontline program. DU-COMM will be looking into 
this once all towns have switched over to the program.  
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D. New Business  
A. Signal 6 Codes - procedure 

Discussed list of possible codes to use after the initial signal 6 to clue the officer as to 
what type of signal 6. When the concept was brought up to TCs, many stated they 
already do something similar when saying signal 6-DL or info. Members of the committee 
expressed concern with the length of the list that was provided, stressed the importance 
of keeping it simple and easy to remember. They suggested sticking closer to DL/99, etc. 
This will possibly be discussed with the Blue Shirt Committee with officers to get a better 
feel and idea on what would work.  

 
B. Repossession policy – after hours 

TC Walsh brought up a request to clarify the policy across the board with every town on if 
REPOs need to go to the PD to check in. With desks closing, there have been multiple 
REPOs who try to argue or drop names to say they do not need to. The members of the 
committee advised it is the policy for them to come into the station and check-in first. 
There was a recent law change within Illinois that states this isn’t a requirement, but each 
town requires they do so.  

 
C. High Priority Incident – Resource Development 

TC Walsh explained the resource she has been developing mainly for schools for active 
incidents, to include the evacuation areas, schools and businesses in the area that need 
to be locked down, all located on a single sheet for TCs to pull up in their time of need 
and start making contact ASAP. Paired with this it was mentioned DU-COMM would like 
to be involved with the departments’ active shooter training if they have new scenarios 
coming up - it would be a great learning experience.  

 
D. Tact Channels 

CM Payne advised a third touch upgrade in which DU-COMM is adding a DC TAC 6. 
Each agency has a TAC channel assigned, but now DC TAC 5 and DC TAC 6 will be an 
extra TAC channel. It is located in the A bank of the radios and the techs are two weeks 
away from finishing all of the Fire Departments radio and will then move to the Police 
Departments.  

 
E. Finding Backup Channels – test schedule to follow  

Training Manager Scott Jagodzinski is putting together a schedule to do a quick radio 
test, in which each department would switch over to their backup channel, do a roll call, 
and then switch back to main. All three shifts will participate in the practice and it will 
most likely occur on a Sunday, since it is slower. System Coordinator Lozar is working 
with Manager Jagodzinski on the plan. 

 
F. Hexagon CAD – Broadcast Messages 

CM Berg explained with new CAD there is a second type of message that notifies officers 
with a separate notification/ding, and she would like the committees’ blessing on how to 
utilize it. The thought is to use the broadcast message function, on top of the current 
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radio procedure, for MYOC, locals, missing, and incidents worthy of ISPERN, but that 
hasn’t been disseminated yet. CM Berg showed screenshots of what it looks like and 
explained the dialogue box. All in attendance liked the idea of the message, with this 
discussion the topic of new CAD itself was brought up. It was established the current 
cutover date is set at June 17th with all agencies and PSAPs cutting over at once. The 
need to do so is so that the RMS and new CAD correlate together correctly, and that the 
PSAPs have a full two weeks with Hexagon staff on scene to help with the changeover 
The group expressed interest in seeing screenshots of what the TCs screens will look 
like with new CAD.  

 
6.  Other Business 
     CM Payne requested any TC week donations be turned into Manager Athitakis by April 1st,     
     as always any and all donations are greatly appreciated.  
 
     CM Payne to send emails in reference to channel guides for yearly updates.  
 

TC Walsh noted Blue Point and requested if an agency is aware of any schools or 
businesses utilizing the system, or any type of police pull station, to let DU-COMM know. 
Members of the committee advised to include this as a section in channel guides and to have 
CM Payne attach the active resource for their departments to fill out when she sends the 
channel guide email out. CM Berg advised with new CAD, a Blue Point code being built in, 
which will also notify the FD.  Each department will have to decide if they want the FD to 
respond initially or to be advised until PD gets on scene.   

 
7.  Adjournment - 1400 hours, next meeting will be Wednesday, May 22, 2019.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 

Madelyn Walsh 
Telecommunicator  

 
 




